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ABSTRACT

Over past few decades the urbanization process has developed at a rather fast pace. The process leads to
the formation of areas where not only the density of population, but also quantity and density of life support
systems such as energy and fuel supply systems, water supply systems, transport and telecommunications
systems, etc., increase significantly. Life support systems have not only complex structure and space
distribution, but also are significantly connected by flows of energy, materials, information, etc. It is possible
to speak about the formation of infrastructurely complex territories (ICT), the number and scale of which
are constantly increasing. Life support systems, which are part of ICT, provide a high quality of life in all
urbanization territories, but at the same time are sources of emergency and catastrophic situations, the
consequences of which affect social, economic and environmental spheres. Accidents arising in ICT can
have large-scale and long-term consequences, due to the possibility of intersystem failures (ISF), including
their cascade development.
The problem of ISF research in infrastructurely complex territories is systematically reflected in the analysis
of resilience of interacting life support systems. The report examines approaches to the classification of ISF
in relation to the problem of ICT resilience level assessment. Resilience feature may have different content.
For a complex object (construction, building, industrial facility), resilience is rather closer to the notion of
stability, vitality, or vulnerability. For individual systems (environmental, organizational, technical, etc.), in
addition to inherent features of individual objects listed above, resilience must necessarily include a
recoverability feature. The greatest importance and content resilience has for interacting systems and, first
of all, for critical infrastructures [1].
In the work [2], resilience refers to the ability of economy or society to minimize losses of income and assets
because of shock events. The level of economy of country or region is proposed to be considered as a macro
level of resilience, and the micro level is proposed to be used to indicate the vulnerability and ability of
individuals, households and businesses to withstand shock events. The authors of the work [3] propose to
consider economic regional resilience as independent object of researches, emphasizing the difference of
similar concept for technical and environmental systems. The carried out analysis showed that the
classification of ISF takes place mainly for individual life support systems. In the work [4] it is proposed
the classification of cascade accidents in electric power systems. An approach to classification of cascade
accidents is considered in oil pipeline systems, when initiating events of avalanche-like development of
accident may be power outage, accident at pump station, etc. [5].
In this work, ISF are considered as part of the task of assessment and ensuring resilience of ICT. It is
proposed to select the following indicators as the classification characteristics of ISF in ICT: place of ISF
occurrence (initiating system) in ICT; number of systems involved in ISF; distribution of ISF in ICT area;
scale of economic impact of ISF in ICT; scale of social consequences of ISF in ICT; nature of ISF resulting
hazards; structure of ISF emergency processes development.
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According to uprising of ISF in ICT classification characteristics are related to classification characteristics
according to ICT structure and can be classified according to the type of infrastructure system in which the
triggering event occurred. The following types can be distinguished: accidents caused by power system
failure; accidents caused by failure in gas supply system; accidents caused by failure in transport system;
accidents caused by failure in water supply system; accidents caused by failure in communication system;
accidents caused by failure in several systems at the same time.
By the scale of accident in ICT (number of systems involved in ISF) it is possible to distinguish: distributed
ISF - failures occurred in 2-3 systems; macro-distributed ISF - failures occurred in 4-6 systems; megadistributed ISF - failures occurred in more than 6 systems. According to the level of economic consequences,
intersystem accidents in ICT can be divided into: microeconomic - consequences of ISF appear at the level
of individual organizations; macroeconomic - consequences of ISF appear at the level of totality of
organizations of several branches of economy or spheres of business; mesoeconomic - consequences of ISF
appear at the level of individual branches of economy; megaeconomic - consequences of ISF are linked to
national economy, several states or sectors of world economy. According to scale of social consequences,
we will mark: local accidents - consequences affected groups of people; regional accidents - suffered
communities of people in certain territories (area, region); interregional accidents - consequences are felt at
national and intercountry levels.
If hazardous production facilities located in ICT are present in intersystem accidents, it is advisable to carry
out classification according to nature of hazardous factors: ISF with forming chemically hazards; ISF with
forming fire and explosive factors; ISF with forming biologically hazardous factors; ISF with forming
hydrodynamically hazards; ISF with complex appearing of hazards. Analysis of happened ISF, as well as
qualitative analysis of possible topologies of ISF development scenarios in ICT, allowed the authors to
propose the following classification of ISF structure in work [6]: accidents with absence of branching;
accidents with branching in systems; accidents with branching between systems; accidents with branching
in and between systems. The necessity for carried out analysis and classification is connected with variety of
ISF and need to choose methodological and model approaches to assessment of level resilience of ICT.
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